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babita is a hindi women's magazine from delhi. the
magazine covers every part of life and covers all the

problems faced by women. the magazine is published
on a monthly basis. it is published by delhi press, an
indian publishing house. saras salil hindi magazine is
a bi-weekly in hindi language & began publication in
1980. it is india's largest read & respected magazine.
the magazine is owned by the delhi press group and
publishes a total of 100 editions every issue from all
over the country. it publishes a total of 100 editions
every issue in the entire country. saras salil was one
of the first magazines that represented the voice of

the hindi speaking masses in india. it gave a voice to
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the masses at a time when there was a shortage of
such publications in india. saras salil india's largest
read magazine in hindi, it has a circulation of 15-20

lakh in hindi language and local languages. saras salil
magazine covers a range of topics in the hindi

language. saras salil has an army of social workers,
reporters, writers, photographers, satirists,

cartoonists, experts, celebrities and experts in various
fields of interest. sneh is a womens magazine which is

published from jaipur. it is published by womeans
world group of publication, which is a part of the

jaipur based dainik bhaskar group. the magazine is
founded and published by manju bhatt. it is one of the

largest selling womens magazine in jaipur and is a
part of one of the largest selling womens magazine in

india, saheli. the magazine covers topics such as
health, fashion, beauty, working women,

entertainment and lifestyle.
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